SUSTAINING GROWTH:

HOW TO AVOID GROWING YOURSELF OUT OF BUSINESS
By Tom Wagner, EVP and Head of Corporate Finance, Pacific Mercantile Bank

You have heard the high growth stories. Large companies like Google, Twitter and Facebook
grab headlines with huge sales growth without even the suggestion that growth needs
to be managed. In fact, in these instances it probably doesn’t. But unless
your production costs are near zero and your working capital investments are
self-funded (like the above), you have to manage growth or watch your capital
structure weaken, which inhibits the opportunity to reach your vision.
The simple accounting measurement of Return on Equity (ROE = Net Income/
Owners’ Equity) provides a decent proxy for how much top line growth your
company can sustain. You can grow the top line at a rate that approximates
your ROE, assuming:
Sales growth offers similar gross margins as existing sales
No changes in working capital requirements
Steady debt/capital ratio
The “Return” (i.e., net income) must be retained by the business to fund the
expansion. Most small business owners take out over half of the earnings produced by
the Company just to pay taxes. Thus, the ROE calculation, for purposes of determining
growth capacity, has to be adjusted to reflect this. This simple calculation (Net Income less
Distributions (including shareholder loan repayments)/Owners’ Equity) is called Retained ROE.
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As an example, referring to Chart A--Steady Growth, Company XYZ ends 2014 at $20
million in sales with book equity of $4 million and $2 million in bank debt. The Company
earns pre-tax margins of 5% (i.e., $1,000,000), which is about average for US
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growth. Rapid sales growth is one of those “problems” many wish they had. But if not
managed, it can damage or kill a Company’s future as easily as slumping sales.
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The best case is your lender does not get nervous but institutes a series of covenants that
manage and control growth going forward. You do not want to be there either.
At this point, you are likely confused. Everything about your Company points to success,
but your lender is expressing concerns. What is going on? Well, you have doubled sales
in two years but only increased equity 37%. That is why the ROE has improved. The
Company is not more profitable; it’s simply bigger and it got there through debt, subjecting
the entire operation to more risk.
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are an entrepreneur. You are well versed in managing suppliers, customers,
Y ouemployees,
and if you are lucky enough to be growing, managing your own company’s
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manufacturing companies. As a Subchapter S corporation, the taxes are the owner’s
responsibility. In order to pay the taxes and offer some cash return to the owners, 60% of
pre-tax margin is distributed, leaving only 2 percentage points in the business for growth
and investment. The Company’s Retained ROE is 10%, (i.e., in 2014 (($1,000,000$600,000)/ $4,000,000) = 10%). In this example, we held all working capital requirements
steady relative to sales and forecasted a capital spending plan in excess of depreciation
equal to 1% of revenue. If your company is experiencing any real revenue growth, it is also
likely experiencing real spending growth, as well.
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To explore the impact of a significant growth spurt, Chart B—Explosive Growth, increases
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In the Explosive Growth example above, most things went right and the Company still
faces a potential capital problem. In most high or sudden growth cases, we see margins
pressured--as a new big buyer is discounted, or receivables become extended with a big
buyer paying slower, or just the simple math of carrying the last 60 days of sales, which
are significantly higher than the preceding period, begins to put stress on the operation.
And the trade actually becomes more demanding as you begin to place oversized orders.
Under those circumstances, you could wind up in a liquidity crisis with the bank putting on
a squeeze when you can least afford it.
Growth is a very welcome opportunity, but without proper planning it can create another
wave of anxiety for the business owner. Many aspects of your company will be stressed
and tested in high growth environments. Planning for the organizational impact of growth
is important. Understanding its financial implications is critical. Many companies have
grown themselves out of business.
Build a simple forecast, test some assumptions and then communicate the information
to your lenders. An insightful banker will welcome the discussion. An excellent one will
initiate it. In finance, risk is defined as uncertainty. The more uncertainty you can remove,
the greater your probability of your success.
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